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Spencer Dew 
 

 
First, what it is not: 

 Films and film poems in performance, for which I would direct you here: 

  http://redellolsen.co.uk/wordpress/ or http://filmpoems.wordpress.com/ 
   Even theory, for which a note at the back of the book points to: 

    An essay in the Trenchart series text, Logistics, also from Les Figues. 
 

Nor is it entirely relic, trace of an event.  These are the words, and they stand on their own, stuttering 

like the mechanism reeling film in the background: 
 

say Hyde Park where everyone can make a speech 
about anything 

say Hyde Park where everyone can mark a speech 
about 

say Hyde Park where everyone can mar a speech 

about any 
 

Five sequences, plucked from the site specific, stripped of installations and all but a few grainy images, 
no longer in the context of event, happening. We have, instead, notes, and these scripts, which are more 

than archive, appropriating material, evincing collaboration, allowing lost voices to speak, lost movements 
to flicker forth in a new way, via a fragmented syntax, a scatter of words on the page: 

 

The film caught fire the first time it was put through the 
projector. What remained of the pieces of film reel were scanned 

onto a computer and provided a series of still images that were 
projected alongside the poem during readings. 

 

     or 
 

The poem is read live in relation to and through the sampled 
noise of Jacquard looms and featured percussion on toy piano 

during the inter-titles. 

 
become 

 
glue no sentence fence / but first / wax holding the sets in position 

or 
slits frill in attach 

 

So what it is: something more like slide show than accompaniment thereto, with phrases like cards, 
shuffled and laid down, methodically, thick with potential divinatory import: 

 
fan white interlace ornament corners 

patterns on red green and blue grounds 

 
point on smooth vellum tiny annotations 

references margins X-shaped design joins 
 

http://redellolsen.co.uk/wordpress/
http://filmpoems.wordpress.com/


And specific issues (politics of gender and class, resources and the reduction of the human to the 

machine, here presented via the potentially liberating aura of a means of mass reproduction, an 
inversion, jujitsu of the jaggedly visual, celluloid as the lamp bulb heats it). Thus we get women “as a bit 

of communications / technology,”  woman “plugged into a variety of machines,” lace and cobweb, “the 
making of holes in cards to give instructions as to the required pattern”: 

  

We may say most aptly that the Analytical Engine  
Weaves algebraical patterns just as the Jacquard-loom 
Weaves flowers and leaves. 
 

Yet we also get a treatment of the history of camouflage, from a man of moss—a shaggy apparition 
rising from the swamp—to Stein recollecting, in a quote here, that Picasso, when he first saw a 

camouflaged truck at the start of the war, claimed “yes it is we who made it, that is cubism.” And what 

did they make? Olsen takes scissors to history, creating her own dazzle patterns, “set to confuse” and yet 
also appear absolutely natural, organic: “entities blend broken surrounds renders” in these “rules of 

cryptic dress.”.A fugitive resistance, words like painted sails, all calico and chintz, resembling bark, and 
certain musty earth-moist colors, or “the effect of sunlight through trees.” 

 

So this is not film, not performance, not event, but the words here are more than merely a piece, missing 
from the larger whole, of such. Just as: 

 
 Women artists at The Royal Academy of Arts painting Dazzle 

patterns on model ships for testing a method to produce an 
effect (by paint) in such a way that all accepted forms of a ship 

are broken up masses of strongly contrasted colour consequently 

making it a matter of difficulty for a submarine to decide on the 
exact course of the vessel to be attacked. 

 
is more than caption, so too these poems are more than accessory but themselves illustrations of some 

valence of the process it describes, a dazzling through the verbal, a splice and blur, flashing subliminal 

through the slow pan, the tracking. 
 

Hybridity, the careful—tactical—work of fragmentation and assemblage, stitch by stitch: Olsen gives us 
model and method. As for what it is and is not, this book stands alone, but calls out, also, for further 

exploration. Hence: http://redellolsen.co.uk/wordpress/ and http://filmpoems.wordpress.com/ and 

Logistics, also from Les Figues. 

http://redellolsen.co.uk/wordpress/
http://filmpoems.wordpress.com/

